Fact - Department of Business and Industry has approved an application to host a
hockey tournament March 19-22. How is a sport that is classified as prohibited under current
guidelines able to acquire such an approval? They are even noted here as being classified as high
contact sport (second paragraph). Dept of B&I claims the tournament will not allow "checking" and
that is how they were approved. Is that the only contact in hockey? What about faceoffs? Defense
on the puck? Fighting for the puck on the boards? Can they guarantee all that will not happen at
this tournament? And if it does happen, will the event be canceled. Doesn't sound like hockey if they
can't do those things. Rest assured they will.

Fact - You mentioned you can't make an exception for a single sport. This statement is false. You
just reclassified Lacrosse and you are allowing hockey games events without reclassification.

Fact - While I am happy for Lacrosse and Hockey, I have the same passion for my sport as they do. I
hope to join them in their path to return to play.

Please explain to me why you can't approve our request to be able to have contact in our practices
and the ability to have games while others in the Battle Born State of Nevada are?. We are soccer,
basketball, football, lacrosse, and hockey (all approved) DIPPED IN CHLORINE! Chlorine is a
disinfectant that kills the virus!

Our view, based on scientific data, is that water polo has been inaccurately classified as a “high risk
of transmission” sport. In fact, since water polo is played in a highly chlorinated environment (which
kills the COVID-19 virus), when combined with
proper on-deck protocols, water polo is safe and represents an extremely low risk of transmission.

When playing water polo, faces and bodies are frequently submerged, immediately killing the virus.
The positive effects of chlorine are not just limited to the water. Chlorine gas hovers above the water’s
surface acting as an additional disinfectant. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has reported that
there is NO evidence of COVID-19 transmission through swimming pools, while the World Health
Organization (WHO) has also identified only a limited risk of contamination and illness at wellmanaged facilities.

Please reach out to us so we can work this out together. We need your leadership on this Governor.

Thank You,
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‐‐
Sarah Dresevic
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